We conjecture that Theorem 1 remains true for separable, metric spaces, but we do not know whether the proof below applies or not.
Besides the usual cohomology technique, i.e., Künneth's exact sequence, the proof of Theorem 1 is based on a purely algebraic remark (see Theorem 2 below). It is well known that for finite abelian groups A ®-4=Tor(^4, A), but the isomorphism is not natural (® and Tor are taken over the ring of integers Z). Curiously enough, the proof of our topological theorem is based on the fact that this remark is far from being true for infinite torsion groups. (1) A -£ Pi.
Now Tor(5, C) is an additive functor in each variable. If B is pprimary, and C is g-primary, p7*q y then Tor(B, C) = 0. It is also easy to prove that Tor(P, P)^P for a p-primary Prüfer group P, this isomorphism being non-natural. Thus (1) implies
where the direct sum is to be taken over all (i, j)ÇzlXl for which pi~pj. In particular, this direct sum contains a partial sum identical to the right hand side of (1). This shows that we have a non-natural inclusion Given the locally compact spaces X, F, the Künneth exact sequence is then
where all groups are bi-graded, i conserves both grades andj increases the total grade by 1 (see, for example, [5, p. 255] ).
From dimension theory, we use the well known fact [3, p. 152 ] that dim X = n if and only if, dim X < oo, the cohomology of every subspace of X is trivial in dimensions èw + 1, and there exists an open sub-space U in X such that H n {U)9^0. Here X is supposed to be locally compact, separable, metric.
In order to prove Theorem 1, let us consider a locally compact space X, such that dim X = n, A\m(XxX) Exactness of this sequence implies that the first group is nonzero, which shows that dim(XXX) ^2n-1. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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